ROARING GROTTO (point 18)
is the most famous grotto of
Karadag. Those who were happy to appear here can hear “the
stone heart of Karadag beating". According to legend there
is entrance to Hades in this
place.
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Karadag is a unique natural mineralogical object of global importance. Karadag Nature Reserve of National Academy of Sciences covers an area of about 29 km2. Flora and fauna of the reserve are declared national property of Ukraine and its rockyaquatic complex has a conservation status of international importance. Karadag massif represents the remains of an ancient
volcano, more than 150 million years old.
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Needled bottom and naked conical
tip really looks like regalia of Great
Princes of Moscow.

RIDGE

(point

Anomalies of magnetic field
are fixed on the ridge caused
by iron bearing mineral magnetite, which enriches the
igneous rocks deep in the
ridge.

Interestingly, its height is 30 m, the depth of the sea beneath
the cliff towers - up to 14 meters. In the area of Karadag
Reserve all Black Sea species of cetaceans are noted: bottlenose dolphin, short-beaked common dolphin, harbour porpoise.

Address of the reserve: Karadag
Nature Reserve of National Academy of Sciences

GOLDEN GATE ROCK (point 20) is a symbol of Karadag.

MONOMAKH`S CAP HILL (point 4)

STATION OF BACKGROUND ECOLOGICAL MONITORING (point 14a)
In 1940 a well known soviet journalist and
writer Konstantin Paustovsky rested in this
house. Karadag inspired him to write a
chapter in his novel "The Black Sea", in
which he fascinatingly tells us about local
stones and bays where he went by boat
together with his two friends.

PUTSOLANOVA AND ROBBER BAYS
(point 7)
Ivan Robber Rock separates the Putsolanova Bay from the Robber Bay.
In course of more than two centuries (in
XV-XVI), during the rule of the Ottoman
Empire, Ukrainian Cossacks were engaged in piracy in the Black Sea, disturbing the Turkish invaders very much.

TEPSEN (point 14 b)

OF

WEATHERING

Since 1929 on Tepsen archaeologists have
unearthed the remains of a medieval town,
which was founded by early medieval Bulgarians and was part of the Byzantine and
LIVADIA BAY (point 16)

Weathering - is the destruction of
rocks on the earth’s surface under
the influence of water, air and sun.
The rock “Devil's Fire” is the most
representative andesitic intrusion. Its
height is about 25 m, transverse
sizes 20 x 35 m.
CORNELIAN BAY (point
17)

Crimean gecko is one of the most interesting reptiles of Karadag.

European shag listed in the Red Data
Book of Ukraine nests exclusively on
coastal cliffs and rocky islets.

MAGNETIC
14)

At the foot of the Lobovoi Ridge there
is a large forest of pistachio that is
relict species listed in the Red Data
Book of Ukraine.

RESIDUALS
(point 10)

ROOTS OF HOPA-TEPE VOLCANO
(point 19)
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PISTACHIO FOREST (point 3)

SPHINKS (point 13) is a deep
core of volcano crater.
The similarity of the rock to
Sphinx can be seen from the
southern pass only, when the
tip looks like the head of a
woman and the neighboring
rock - like the body of a lion.
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BIOSTATION (point 1 on the map)
– Karadag research station named
after T. I. Viazemskyi - is one of the
first scientific establishments on the
Crimea coast, founded almost 100
years ago (in 1914).

Carnelian is a red variety
of chalcedony. Its composition is not different from
ordinary
quartz.
Fine
stringiness of this mineral
has magical iridescent
look.

Livadia means “meadow” in
Greek. Nearby there is a Snake
Canyon, which is a tectonic rift
between the Ridges Kok-Kaya
and Magnetic. In the cliffs of Kok
-Kaya Ridge older mountain formations than within the Magnetic
Ridge are exposed.

23. LEVINSON-LESSING
ROCK was named after the
famous scientist and geologist
Frants
LevinsonLessing, who first established several phases of
volcanic complex, drew
maps and outlines of
coastal and interior Karadag Ranges.
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